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Goes 2uri!o out of gates,
after him three hundred maids;
Wait, 2urik>, wait, my lord,
where's your faithful troop and ward?
Then follow verses that seem to have wandered In from another
song, but Zurilo appears at the close, accompanied by a certain
Ksenja, keeper of the stack-yard:
Everywhere Zurilo goes,
barley corn springs up and grows,
underneath fair Ksenja's feet,
sprouting up are ears of wheat.
The 'byliny' dwell on the prodigious display of wealth whereby
Curilo bought his place at Vladimir's court, and the beaut}' by
which he rose too rapidly in ApraksjYs favour. His death came at
the hands of a certain Bermjata, earned by an intrigue with the old
man's wife. As for Djuk, the Kievite court were inclined to laugh
at his display of wealth, and Curilo was particularly pettish; but
an embassy to the 'Indian* Empire discovered that Djuk had
spoken no more than the truth. The ballads of these two heroes
took form probably In the fifteenth century.
There are many minor heroes in the Kievite cycle, some of whom
have been attracted from other towns to Kiev. In Suhmait, DunaL
and Don andNepra there is an aetiological element, since the events
recorded explain the origin of streams. They are otherwise
associated with Kiev; the third Is an imitation of the second, and
the second is usually worked into the cycle of Dobrynja; the first
appears to be based on the battle against IVlama! and his Tatars in
1380 on the Kulikov plain, by the river Neprjadva. Saur Lebani-
dovic (also known as Mihail or Ivan Danilovic) is not actually
attached to the Kiev cycle, and has wandered In from Greece
(Amouris). Vasilii the Drunkard, who saves Kiev from the Tatars
by suddenly leaving his potations, bears some relation to the
siege of Kiev in 1240 by Batu, but has suffered revision at Mos-
cow in the fifteenth or sixteenth centuries. Mihailo Potyk comes
in part, as we have seen, from Bulgaria. Prince Roman, who
cannot be exactly identified, but was one of two princes of that
name reigning in Galicia and Volynia in the thirteenth and four-
teenth centuries, has three ballads to Ms credit. Other heroes are
Gle"b Volod'evic, Mihail Kazarinov, Ivan cthe merchant's son',
Hoten, and Stavr. Stavr (Rybnikov 14) came to Kiev and fell into
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